Serial Number Location

DOCUMENTATION MANUAL
RAUSCHUSA
1. ECO STAR 400 Serial Number

Below the power button, to the left of the screen

2. RCA Proline Serial Number

Bottom right of the rack mounted system at the floor.

3. Elka 600 Serial Number

Bottom left of the face of the reel.
4. Quadro 300 Serial Number
Bottom of the face of the cable reel.

5. Alpha 150 Serial Number
Back left side, in front of the wheel.

6. Quadro SAT Serial Number
Bottom of the face of cable reel.
7. L 135 Serial Number
On the front face of the tractor body, under the lift

8. Electric Lift for L 135 Serial Number
Under the reverse camera.

9. L 100 Cross Serial Number
On the top face of the tractor body, at the front.
10. **KS 135 / Scan Serial Number**
On top of the KS 135 camera base.

11. **KS 60 CL Serial Number**
On side of KS 60 CL camera head.

12. **SAT 40 Serial Number**
At the base of the camera head, above the connector.
13. **SKM 135 Serial Number**
On the left face of the equipment.

14. **PM 135 Serial Number**
On the left face of the equipment.

15. **ZKM 135 Serial Number**
On the bottom face of the camera.